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Abstract: Metal–support interaction (MSI) is considered a key effect of electronic and geometric
structures of catalysts on tuning catalytic performance. The oxygen evolution reaction (OER) is a
crucial process during energy conversion and storage. However, the OER process requires the help
of noble metal catalysts to reduce the reaction overpotential, enhance reactivity with intermediates,
and maintain good operating stability. Carbon–supported metal catalysts have been considered
candidates for noble metal catalysts for OER. MSI occurs at the interface of carbon supports and
metals, affecting the catalytic performance through electronic and geometric modulation. MSI
can influence the catalytic performance and change reaction pathways from charge redistribution,
electron transfer, chemical coordination and bonding, and steric effect. Connecting MSI effects
with the OER mechanism can provide theoretical guidance and a practical approach to the design
of efficient catalysts, including the modulation of particle size, morphology, heteroatom doping,
defect engineering, and coordination atom and number. Advantage can be taken of MSI modulation
between metal compounds and carbon supports to provide guidance for catalyst design.

Keywords: metal–support interaction; modulation strategy; electronic structure; geometric structure;
oxygen evolution reaction

1. Introduction

The development of supported catalysts composed of carbon-based supports and
metal actives is increasingly becoming an alternative to noble metal catalysts in the field of
electrochemical catalysis [1,2]. Nowadays, carbon–based supported non–precious–metal
catalysts are considered one of the hotspots and difficult fields of oxygen evolution reaction
(OER), due to the catalysts’ difficulty in balancing low overpotential, high activity, long-term
stability, and acceptable cost simultaneously [3–5]. When non-precious metals are deposited
on the surface of carbon supports, the metal–support interaction (MSI) effect may occur,
which affects the catalytic process due to electronic and geometric changes. As far as the
current OER mechanism is concerned, OER is a complex electrochemical reaction, including
four electron–proton transfer processes and multiple reaction intermediates, which is
generally summarized as the adsorbate evolution mechanism (AEM) [6,7] and lattice
oxygen evolution mechanism (LOM) [8,9]. The MSI effect mainly describes the interaction
between catalysts and their supporting matrix, which influences the catalytic processes
from charge transfer, electron redistribution, chemical coordination and bonding, and
steric effect. Therefore, it is necessary to design, optimize, and prepare high–performance
catalysts from the combination of reaction mechanisms and catalyst structure effects.

Non–precious–metal–supported carbon–based catalysts have attracted extensive atten-
tion mainly because of the structure diversity and easy surface modification of carbon–based
supports, as well as the large selectivity of metal-based catalyst candidates, configurations,
and functionalization. For a long time, we have paid attention to the influence of surface
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interface regulation on catalytic processes [10]. For instance, carbon quantum dots activated
MoS2 can enhance hydrogen adsorption and accelerate catalytic kinetics due to a suitable
hydrogen spillover pathway [11]. The surface hydroxyl groups on a biomass–derived
carbon microtube acted as the growth sites for fixed CoP and grew in special positions [12],
ensuring low overpotential and long–term stability for the hydrogen evolution reaction.
The optimized geometric and electronic structure promoted the catalytic activity and elec-
tronic conductivity of MnCo2O4 by doping with transition metals (Fe, Ni, and Zn) to
facilitate the OER [13]. It is increasingly recognized that the synergistic effect between
multi–component and multi–dimensional structure can be tuned by surface/interface engi-
neering to enhance photoelectrochemical catalysis [14–16]. Therefore, we expect to obtain
good design ideas for high-performance catalysts by in–depth analysis of the relationship
between the OER mechanism and the MSI effect, combined with measures such as doping,
coordination, and surface/interface engineering.

Herein, based on the OER mechanism, we analyzed MSI effects on catalytic reaction
pathways and catalytic performance. Charge transfer, electron redistribution, chemical coor-
dination and bonding, and steric effect induced by MSI can influence catalytic performance
and change reaction pathways. For carbon–supported catalysts, the MSI between carbon
supports and metals can change electronic and geometric structures, making MSI modu-
lation a useful method to improve catalytic performance. The modulation of MSI can be
achieved by altering particle size, morphology, heteroatom doping, defect engineering, and
coordination atom and number. Connecting MSI effects and the OER mechanism can pro-
vide theoretical guidance and practical approaches to design efficient and stable catalysts.

2. Fundamentals of the Oxygen Evolution Reaction

The OER is a complex electrochemical reaction engaging four electron–proton
transfer processes. The reaction mechanisms of OER have been widely recognized as
conventional AEM and LOM mechanisms. In AEM, H2O is firstly adsorbed on the active
site (M) through a one-electron oxidation process to form M-*OH species. Further proton
coupling and electron removal of M-*OH produces M-*O species (Figure 1a) [17]. The
M-*O species reacts with H2O to form M-*OOH, and O2 is released via a one-electron
oxidation reaction. Different from AEM, LOM indicates that the formed M-*O species
couples with lattice oxygen, releasing O2 and forming oxygen vacancies (Figure 1b). The
adsorption energies of intermediates for each step represent the activity of electrocata-
lysts. The step with largest Gibbs free energy (∆G) among the four steps is determined
as the rate-determining step (RDS) for OER [18]. The ideal electrocatalyst requires the
∆G for four adsorption processes, all at the 1.23 V equilibrium potential (Figure 1c). For
AEM, the linear scaling relationship of ∆G∗OOH = ∆G∗OH + 3.2 eV is ascribed to the
minimum overpotential value of 0.37 eV [19]. When the reaction mechanism shifts from
AEM to LOM, the linear relationship is broken and theoretical overpotential is lower
than 0.37 V.

Carbon–supported catalysts with the MSI effect can change the OER mechanism by
electronic and geometric structure changes. The covalent state of the metal–oxygen (M-O)
bond can affect the reaction mechanism. With the increase of the covalent of the M-O
bond, the reaction mechanism tends to transfer from AEM to the LOM mechanism [20].
LOM with higher catalytic ability is accompanied by metal dissolution and structural
instability. MSI can stabilize metal compounds as well as increase the covalent state of the
M-O bond, keeping a balance between the two reaction mechanisms for stable and efficient
catalysts. Three strategies based on the OER mechanism have been applied to improve OER
activity as follow: (1) Stabilizing the *OOH intermediate without affecting *OH adsorption.
(2) Modifying the reaction pathway by introducing a proton acceptor. (3) Activating lattice
O for direct O-O coupling [19].
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Figure 1. Mechanisms of OER. (a) Conventional AEM mechanism; (b) LOM mechanism (M repre-
sents the active sites); (c) Gibbs free energies at U = 0 for ideal and real electrocatalysts. Reproduced 
with permission of [17], copyright 2021 John Wiley and Son. 
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2). Strong interactions such as electronic interaction, chemical bond, and functional 
groups can stabilize metals on supports via chemical bonding and physical adsorption. 
Covalent states of metal active centers can be changed by MSI by charge transfer and elec-
tron redistribution, improving the intrinsic activity for OER. The MSI can modulate the 
O-intermediates’ adsorption energy and change the reaction pathway of OER. Modula-
tion of MSI between the metals and supports provides guidelines for the rational design 
of electrocatalysts. 

3.1. Stabilization Effect 
The interaction between metals and carbon supports can enhance the electrocatalytic 

stability of metals during OER. Metal species with high surface free energy tend to aggre-
gate to reduce surface free energy. Supporting active metals on conductive carbon sup-
ports can improve stability via MSI. A strong interaction between metal species and car-
bon matrix can prevent metals from aggregating, enhancing the stability of electrocata-
lysts. The stabilization effect is the most basic influence of MSI and has been applied in 
enhancing electrocatalyst stability. The stability of noble metal (Pt, Ru, Ir) electrocatalysts 

Figure 1. Mechanisms of OER. (a) Conventional AEM mechanism; (b) LOM mechanism (M represents
the active sites); (c) Gibbs free energies at U = 0 for ideal and real electrocatalysts. Reproduced with
permission of [17], copyright 2021 John Wiley and Son.

3. Metal–Support Interaction Effect

MSI describes the influence of the interaction of metals and their compounds on
carriers on the catalytic reaction process, especially OER mechanisms; the interrelationship
between the key performance indicators, such as activity, selectivity, and stability; and the
intrinsic structures of catalysts, such as electronic and geometric structures [21,22] (Figure 2).
Strong interactions such as electronic interaction, chemical bond, and functional groups can
stabilize metals on supports via chemical bonding and physical adsorption. Covalent states
of metal active centers can be changed by MSI by charge transfer and electron redistribution,
improving the intrinsic activity for OER. The MSI can modulate the O-intermediates’
adsorption energy and change the reaction pathway of OER. Modulation of MSI between
the metals and supports provides guidelines for the rational design of electrocatalysts.

3.1. Stabilization Effect

The interaction between metals and carbon supports can enhance the electrocatalytic
stability of metals during OER. Metal species with high surface free energy tend to aggre-
gate to reduce surface free energy. Supporting active metals on conductive carbon supports
can improve stability via MSI. A strong interaction between metal species and carbon
matrix can prevent metals from aggregating, enhancing the stability of electrocatalysts. The
stabilization effect is the most basic influence of MSI and has been applied in enhancing
electrocatalyst stability. The stability of noble metal (Pt, Ru, Ir) electrocatalysts is of great
significance for the practical application of noble metal catalysts. The degradation mech-
anisms of noble metals on carbon supports include particle detachment, agglomeration,
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carbon corrosion, noble metal dissolution, and Ostwald ripening. Anchoring the active
metal phases on carbon–based supports with high stability through MSI can improve the
stability of catalysts. The stability of Pt particles supported on carbon supports has been
improved via strengthening the MSI [23]. A CoIr alloy supported on N–doped carbon
showed high activity for OER. A strong metal–carbon interaction can optimize the prop-
erties of CoIr alloy and improve long–term stability [24]. The MSI effect was applied to
prevent electrochemical degradation of CoIr alloy, and a negligible decay was observed
after long-term stability measurement for OER. Transition metal selenides Ni3Se4 was
supported on ultrathin carbon through a strong electronic interaction [25]. An ultrathin
carbon layer protected Ni3Se4 from aggregation and corrosion, endowing electrochemical
catalysts with long–term stability. The stabilization effect has been achieved in supported
metal catalysts featured with MSI, making the supported catalysts stable under reaction
conditions for OER.
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of metal–support interaction effects: mechanisms, structures,
and performances.

3.2. Electronic Structure Regulation
3.2.1. Metal–Carbon Electron Transfer

Electron transfer occurs on the interface of metal and carbon. The magnitude and
direction of the charge transfer are driven by the EF difference between metals and carbon
supports, which ultimately seeks to balance the electronic chemical potential. The equal-
ization of EF relies on the transfer of electrons between the two materials [26]. When the
EF level of metals is higher than supports, electrons are transferred from metals to sup-
ports. When the EF level of carbon supports is higher than metals, electrons transfer from
carbon supports to metals until reaching an equilibrium. The electron transfer between
metals and carbon supports greatly affects the OER process and mechanism by modulat-
ing the activation energies of intermediates and adsorption energies of the reactants [27].
Figure 3a shows electron transfer from metal core to a carbon shell with three graphene
layers [28]. Electron transfer to graphene tunes the π electron occupancy, which can affect
the catalytic ability. The binding energy of O–intermediates (∆Eads) versus an extra π

electron can modulate the adsorption strength of oxygenated species. Too many or too
few π electrons induces a stronger adsorption strength, and the extra π electron occupancy
has more influence on the value of ∆EO*, affecting the OER mechanism (Figure 3b). For
single-atom-supported catalysts, electron transfer from carbon support to metal atom is
evaluated as the differential charge density of metal centers, shown in Figure 3c [29]. For
nanoparticle-supported catalysts, electron transfer is across the interface between metal
components and amorphous carbon. FeNi3 nanoparticles encapsulated with NC layers
induced electron transfer and the interfacial electron structure analyzed via first-principles
calculation, as illustrated in Figure 3d. The differential charge density of the FeNi3 and NC
layers indicated electron transfer from the FeNi3 layer to the NC layer, which is attributed
to the metal–carbon interaction between FeNi3 and NC. The NC layers with a charge-rich
state facilitated the formation of surface catalytic active centers [30]. The more conductive
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platform facilitates faster electron transfer at the interface (Figure 3e). In a Sn4P3–SWCNT
heterostructure, electron migration can reduce the charge density of the Sn site, minimize
the O–intermediates’ Gibbs free energy, and affect the OER mechanism [31]. The magnitude
and direction of electron transfer are critical in the design of efficient electrocatalysts for
enhanced OER catalytic capability.
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Figure 3. (a) The interface profile of Ag core and graphene shell. Reproduced with permission of [28],
copyright 2019 ACS Publishers. (b) Relationship between ∆Eads and the extra π–electrons. (c) Differ-
ential charge density of Ru–N–C and Ru/Co–N–C. Reproduced with permission of [29], copyright
2022 John Wiley and Son. (d) The electron transfer between electron density difference of FeNi3 and
NC. Reproduced with permission of [30], copyright 2020 Elsevier. (e1) Sn4P3–SWCNT interaction
schematic diagram. (e2) Gibbs free energy of O-intermediates at Sn and P sites. Reproduced with
permission of [31], copyright 2022 ACS Publishers.

3.2.2. Redistribution of Electron Density

Rearrangement of electrons between metal components and supports induces the
redistribution of electron density. Redistribution of electron density can modulate the
d–band center. According to the d–band center theory, the d–band center energy level
indicates the degree of electron filling in an antibonding state [32]. Atoms with different
radii and electronegativities lead to different degrees of electron redistribution. As shown
in Figure 4a, the d-band center of the Co atom in CoNi/Co–N4–CNTs (−0.84 eV) was
lower than that of Co/Co–N4–CNTs and Co–N4–CNTs [33]. The downshifted d–band
center was beneficial to the desorption behavior and subsequent reactions, modulating
and accelerating the OER process. The redistribution of electron density can be affected by
the properties of supports. Metal oxides [34], hydroxides [35], nitrides [36], MXenes [37],
and carbon materials [38] are commonly used as supports. Heteroatom doping in a carbon
support can affect the charge redistribution. The charge density between Co2P2O7 and N,
P co-doped carbon was confirmed by electron density difference analysis (Figure 4b). The
yellow and green represent charge depletion and accumulation in the space. The electron
transfer from Co2P2O7 to N, P co–doped carbon induced electron density redistribution
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and changed the electronic structure [39]. Redistribution of electron density of supported
catalysts has proved to be a critical factor for catalytic enhancement [40]. BG and G
were prepared with and without the addition of an aqueous solution of bacterial strain
pandoraea sp. B-6 into graphene oxide (GO). The catalytic performance of BG@Ni/Ni3S2
has been improved due to electron density redistribution. Four-electron transfer processes
for the OER mechanism were adopted to clarify the high catalytic ability (Figure 4c) [41].
BG@Ni/Ni3S2 showed the highest capacity with an overpotential of 250 mV at 20 mA/cm2

(Figure 4d). Tuning electron rearrangement and regulating MSI are feasible approaches to
optimize the OER mechanism and improve catalytic performance.
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Figure 4. (a) Density of states (DOS), charge density redistributions, and d-band centers of Co−based
electrocatalysts. Reproduced with permission of [33], copyright 2022 Elsevier. (b) The charge density
at the interface of Co2P2O7@N, P−C. Reproduced with permission of [39], copyright 2020 Elsevier.
(c) Schematics of the OER catalytic mechanism for BG@Ni/Ni3S2. (d) Linear sweep voltammetry
plots of BG, BG@Ni, G@Ni, and BG@Ni/Ni3S2 in 1.0 M KOH. Reproduced with permission of [41],
copyright 2020 ACS Publishers.

3.3. Geometric Structure Modulation
3.3.1. Coordination by Functional Groups

MSI can be coordinated by the functional groups on the supports. Support surface
functionalization can change the characteristics of the supports, strengthening the in-
teraction between the metals and the supports and modulating the geometric structure.
Surface functionalization of carbon supports can be achieved by covalent or non-covalent
interactions between supports and functional groups/molecules. Covalent interaction
implies the formation of covalent bonds. Functional groups commonly covalently at-
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tached to carbon supports’ surfaces include –OH, –COOH, –NH2, and –OCH3 [42].
Non-covalent interactions are in the forms of van der Waals force, coordination bonds,
hydrogen bonds, and π–π stacking interactions [43]. Functional groups on supports’
surfaces can adsorb metal precursors through electrostatic interactions, which can serve
as anchoring sites for metals to attach to the supports. The metal phase connects with
the functional groups by replacing the H in –OH, –COOH, –NH2, and –OCH3. The
functional groups on carbon support surfaces can accelerate electron transfer, improving
the electrocatalytic performance of catalysts for OER. Functional groups with various
numbers and types have various effects on catalytic reactions. In our previous work, we
constructed –OH functional groups on biomass-derived microtubes for surface bonding
of CoP (CoP@BCMTs) [12]. The surface –OH functional groups acted as the anchoring
sites for the even distribution of CoP through C–O–Co bonds (Figure 5a,b). Carbon
supports with functional groups can modulate the strength of MSI, which affects the
geometric structure and catalytic ability. Thiocyanate groups on carbon surfaces can alter
catalytic performance by modulating the adsorption energies of intermediates. Thio-
cyanate groups were proposed to enhance the electrocatalytic activity for OER catalysts.
As shown in Figure 5c, the thiocyanate groups firstly electrostatically interacted with
Ru3+ and formed SCN covered with Ru–RuO2 nanoparticles after annealing treatment.
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) was applied to detect the chemical inter-
action of SCN and Ru-RuO2 (Figure 5d) [44]. The thiocyanate groups were beneficial
to accelerate H2O and *OH dissociation, reduce the energy barrier, and decrease the
overpotential for OER. Functional groups arousing strong interaction can regulate elec-
tronic and geometric structures, improving catalytic performance. Electron-withdrawing
groups (–COOH and –NO2, etc.) and electron-giving groups (–OH, –NH2, –OCH3, etc.)
were discussed for OER performance. Anisole, benzene, nitrobenzene, 2,5 dihydrotereph-
thalic acid, terephthalic acid, aniline, and 2-aminoterephthalic acid acted as ligands to
introduce various functional groups [45]. The zeta potentials of various ligands are
presented in Figure 5e. The 2-aminoterephthalic acid with electron-withdrawing groups
(-COOH) and electron-giving groups (–NH2) showed a stronger ability to bond to metal.
A high density of electron-giving groups (–NH2) gave away electrons to combine H+, and
electron-withdrawing groups (–COOH) absorbed electrons to combine OH−, ascribing
to the highest OER electrocatalytic activity (Figure 5f). Surface functionalization can also
lead to the introduction of heteroatoms in the carbon framework, including oxygen, nitro-
gen, phosphorus, sulfur, and so on. Heteroatom doping can regulate catalysts’ electronic
structure, coordinating the MSI between metals and supports. Functional groups have
adopted superaerophobic/superhydrophilic and superaerophilic/superhydrophobic
surfaces into their design [46]. The superhydrophilic/superaerophobic surface facilitated
electrolyte transport and bubble desorption, accelerating the OER kinetics.
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thesis process of CoP@BCMT. Reproduced with permission of [12], copyright 2022 Elsevier. (c) Prepa-
ration process of SCN−Ru−RuO2/C3N4. (d) The FTIR of SCN−C3N4 and SCN−Ru−RuO2/C3N4.
Reproduced with permission of [44], copyright 2020 Elsevier. (e) The zeta potential of ligands
(anisole, benzene, nitrobenzene, 2,5 dihydroterephthalic acid, terephthalic acid, aniline, and 2-
aminoterephthalic acid) in DMF. (f) LSV curves of PSC/NF modulated with various ligands for
OER. Reproduced with permission of [45], copyright 2021 Elsevier.
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3.3.2. Chemical Covalent Bonding

Chemical bonding is a strong interaction form between metals and supports. A
strong chemical covalent bond can improve the stability and activity of electrocatalysts.
Chemical covalent bonding enables uniform distribution of metals on the support sub-
strates. Since the surface energy increases dramatically with decreasing particle size,
metallic species tend to grow into larger crystals. Chemical bonding can prevent metals
from growing into large crystallites and improve exposure of metal active sites [47]. Con-
struction of covalent bonds between metals and carbon supports can endow catalysts
with a unique geometric structure. The chemical covalent bonds between metals and
carbon materials include metal–O–C, metal–N–C, metal–P–C, and metal–S–C bonds [48].
In situ generated Co-O-C bonds can act as an oxygen bridge between CoP nanoparticles
and the carbon layer (Figure 6a) [49]. Co-O-C bonds can decrease energy barriers to
improve OER activity and induce charge transfer to strengthen chemical adsorption
(Figure 6b). M–N–C and M–P–C bridged the N, P co–doped carbon spheres and Co2NiOx
nanoparticles to form a strong interaction between the Co2NiOx and N, P co–doped
carbon. Electron transfer through covalent bonds from metal oxides to carbon supports
increases the oxidation state of active metals [50]. The strategies for the formation of
chemical covalent bonds between supports and metals include heteroatom doping, defect
engineering, functional groups, metal-organic framework derivatization, and clicking
confinement [51,52]. Click confinement based on click chemistry showed high reaction
selectivity. Zinc (II) phthalocyanine and single–walled carbon nanotube (SWCNT) were
represented as a metal-containing molecule and support, respectively. Zinc (II) phthalo-
cyanine with multi–functional groups was anchored on SWCNT through azide-alkyne
Huisgen cycloaddition (Figure 6c) [53]. The chemical covalent bonding of a Zn active
center can improve electron transfer rate and conductivity, which can be ascribed to the
high OER activity performance. For single-atom catalysts, the N–coordinated MN4 sites
in carbon are deemed as candidate noble metals for electrocatalytic reactions. CoN4
sites generated through carbonization and doping are presented in Figure 6d [54]. Co
hydroxide after Co2+ adsorption at room temperature decomposed to an oxide at 523 ◦C,
shifted to CoN4 with small Co metal particles at about 700 ◦C, and achieved atomically
dispersed CoN4 when the temperature increased to 800 ◦C. The Co–O and Co–OH
species were converted into CoN4 sites with the temperature increase, increasing the
CoN4 sites’ density and optimizing mass transport properties.
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4. Modulation Strategies of Metal–Support Interaction

MSI can influence catalytic performance and change reaction pathways from charge
redistribution, electron transfer, chemical coordination and bonding, and steric effect.
Understanding and making full use of MSI is essential to improving electrocatalytic perfor-
mance. The parameters affecting MSI can be divided into three aspects, including metal
properties, carbon support, and the coordination effect.
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4.1. Metal Properties

Metal properties including metal species, particle size, and metal morphology can
induce MSI changes, affecting the adsorption energy of intermediates and reactants. The
MSI is maximized when the metal nanoparticle size is reduced to atomic level, enhancing
catalytic stability and adjusting the OER mechanism. Various metal morphologies with
varied crystal faces in contact with the supports modulate the charge transfer direction
and adjust the reaction mechanism. The modulation of metal properties is significant in
optimizing MSI for enhanced catalytic ability.

4.1.1. Particle Size

MSI can be affected by the particle size of the supported metal species. Metal
supported on carbon supports can be divided into nanoparticle, nanocluster, and single
atom according to particle size. Particle size depends on the MSI between metals and
carbon materials by modulating the charge transfer [55]. With an increase in nanopar-
ticle size, the work function increases, indicating the strengthened electron capture
ability [56]. The nanoparticle can adsorb an electron and induce charge transfer between
supports and metals, for metals with an over-oxidation valance state. The electronic
structure changes from metal energy band to molecular and atomic orbitals when the
particle size is reduced from a nanoparticle to a single atom (Figure 7a) [57]. Precious
metals (Pt, Ir, Ru, etc.), non-precious metals (Fe, Ni, Co, Mo, etc.), and their phosphides,
oxides, sulfides, nitrides, and alloys have been researched as metal compounds sup-
ported on carbon materials for OER [58–60]. Ru nanoparticles were anchored on N,
P co–doped nanosheets, and the top sites of defected N atoms were the optimal sites
for Ru nanoparticles to be anchored (Figure 7b) [61]. The Pt particle diameter ranged
from 2 to 10 nm, as displayed in Figure 7c. Reducing Pt particle size can improve the
utilization and dispersion of Pt. The particle size depended on shifts in oxophilicity and
the electrochemically active surface area (Figure 7d) [62]. The alloy with small particle
size shows high OER catalytic performance. Metal-organic framework–derived Co, Cu,
Fe alloy nanospheres with diameter of 200 nm were prepared and showed high OER
catalytic performance (Figure 7e) [63]. With a decrease in particle size, atom utilization
increases. Recently, single-atom catalysts have been broadly used in electrocataly-
sis. Single-atom catalyst Ir1@NC was prepared via a π–electron-assisted strategy [64].
High–angle annular dark field (HAADF) SEM and inverse high resolution HAADF
images of Ir1@NC showed a high density of isolated Ir atoms distributed on the carbon
layer (Figure 7f). Ir1@NC exhibited a low energy barrier, high selectivity, and high
activity for OER. A reduction in metal size increases atomic utilization and improves
catalytic efficiency. MSI is maximized when the metal nanoparticle size is reduced to
atomic level [65]. The modulation of metal size is significant in optimizing the MSI for
enhanced catalytic ability.
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with permission of [64], copyright 2019 John Wiley and Son.
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4.1.2. Metal Morphology

Lattice mismatches can induce morphology changes in carbon-supported electrocat-
alysts. Metal components with various morphology and geometric changes can modulate
MSI. The morphology of metal compounds includes three-dimensional (nanospheres,
nanoparticles) [66], two–dimensional (nanosheets, nanofilms) [67], one–dimensional
(nanowires, nanotubes) [68], and zero–dimensional structures (nanodots, quantum
dots) [69]. Three–dimensional structures provide a large active surface area and make
sure of sufficient contact between the electrode and electrolyte. Various phosphides
species evenly distributed on the surface of hollow Co-Fe phosphide nanospheres were
synthesized (Figure 8a) [70]. The Co/Fe ratio of Co–Fe phosphides can control atom
migration and turn the distribution of CoP, Co2P, and FeP4 on the surface. Nanoparticles
with less shape anisotropy can provide abundant edge active sites. Ni–Fe layered double
hydroxide (Ni–Fe LDH) nanoparticles with ultra–small (~5 nm) size were prepared.
The Ni–Fe LDH with less shape anisotropy exposed more active sites and showed high
catalytic ability for OER [71]. In two–dimensional nanosheets with edge active sites
at the boundary, the two–dimensional plane is beneficial to the transfer of electrons
in the plane. Some hcp–Ni3Fe/C nanosheets were synthesized by the reduction of
Ni3Fe–LDH via CH4 plasma under room temperature (Figure 8b) [72]. The hcp–Ni3Fe/C
nanosheets exhibited high conductivity ensuring rapid electron transfer in the plane.
Synergy of ultrafine wire properties ensured mass transport and active site utilization.
Pseudo-periodically welded NiO with CeO2 ultrathin nanowires arrays were fabricated
through the dual-metal-oxide lattice coupling strategy for high catalytic activity and
fast mass transport [73]. S–doped CoWP embedded in S, N co–doped carbon matrix
derived from metal–organic framework (MOF) nanowires showed outstanding catalytic
performance for OER (Figure 8c) [74]. The synergic effect of multicomponents, enhanced
conductivity, and increased intrinsic activity of S–CoWP@(S,N)–C was beneficial to
the improvement of OER catalytic properties. Metal nanodots with small dimensions
can improve metal utilization and catalytic efficiency. Monodispersed crystalline CoS2
nanodots anchored on a N, S co–doped carbon layer provided abundant active sites
and excellent hydrophilic electrolyte properties, improving catalytic performance for
OER [75]. Apart from the conventional morphologies, bio–inspired and biomimetic mor-
phologies with unique structures have been obtained. Bio–inspired and biomimetic mor-
phologies, such as flower–like [76], leaf–like [77], sea urchin–like [78], bamboo–like [79],
and brush–like [80], exhibited unique properties in terms of morphological structure
and catalytic performance (Figure 8d,e). Metal morphology can affect the work func-
tion of metals and influence the MSI between metals and supports. Different metal
morphologies lead to changes in MSI strength; in turn, the strength of MSI can also be
affected by metal morphologies. Various metal morphologies with varied crystal faces in
contact with the supports modulate the charge transfer direction and adjust the reaction
mechanism. Controlling crystal planes by morphology modulation provides a direction
for the design and preparation of efficient electrocatalysts for OER.
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4.2. Carbon Support

Supports can stabilize metal nanoparticles, and adjust the electronic structure and
coordination environment on the surface of catalysts. Carbon materials are the most
promising supports for stabilizing metal compounds and reducing agglomeration due to
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their large surface area and porous structure. The chemical environment and physical
structure of carbon supports can alter the charge transfer between metals and carbon
materials, impacting MSI. Modulation strategies for carbon supports include heteroatom
doping, defect engineering, and morphography engineering.

4.2.1. Heteroatom Doping

Heteroatom doping is a prospective approach to modulate the geometric and elec-
tronic structures of carbon materials. Introducing non-metal heteroatoms (B, N, O, P, S, F,
and Br) into a carbon skeleton can cause changes in the chemical/electronic environment,
charge distribution, chemical bonds, and electron spin status (Table 1). Attributed to
the different electronegativity and atomic radius from the host atom, the introduced
heteroatoms can change the electronic structure [81,82]. The introduced heteroatom
can change the chemical environment and form metal–non–metal bonds to anchor the
metal compounds onto the surface. Heteroatom–doped carbon materials interact with
metals, resulting in changes in interfacial electronic transfer, charge distribution, and
MSI strength. High–electronegativity heteroatom (N, P, S, O, and F) doping leads to
stronger interaction ascribed to the formation of covalent bonds between metals and
carbon supports [83]. Covalent bonds between metals and carbon supports accelerate
electron transfer and improve stability. The incorporation of heteroatoms in the carbon
framework can influence the particle size of supported metals. Uniform and ultrasmall
size of metals were reported to distribute on P–doped carbon with more exposed active
sites and improved catalytic performance [84]. Furthermore, it has been reported that
heteroatom introduction can affect the d-band center for optimized adsorption energy,
further affecting the electronic structure and catalytic activity of catalysts. B, C, N, and
F with varying electronegativity showed a synergistic coupling effect (Figure 9a) [85].
B–C and N–C bonds created extra electronic states of the metal center and modulated
the electronic structure, improving the MSI between metals and carbon materials. Het-
eroatoms N, N–B, N–P, and N–S were introduced to porous carbon nanofibers to modify
the d-band centers of Ni single-atom catalysts (Figure 9b) [86]. The d–band center of Ni
atoms coupled with three N atoms and one P atom was regulated to moderate position
for favorable binding with reaction intermediates. N was doped into the carbon skeleton
in the form of pyridine-N, pyrrolic-N, and graphitic–N [87]. Different N types play
various roles in catalysis reactions. Apart from the single–atom introduction, dual–atom
doping into carbon supports has also been researched due to the synergistic coupling
effect of dual atoms. IrO2 supported on B, N co-doped reduced graphene oxide was
prepared for OER. Carbon materials doped with heteroatoms showed more pronounced
acidic or basic character compared with the bare carbon, inducing the enhancement
of catalyst hydrophilicity. Heteroatom doping can bring about changes to electronic
structure, including band gap, density of states, charge distribution, and d–band center.
Introducing heteroatoms into carbon frameworks is a promising method to modulate
the interaction between metal and supports for carbon-supported electrocatalysts.

Table 1. Non–metal heteroatom doping to carbon framework for OER electrocatalysts.

Materials Electrolyte Overpotential (mV) Tafel Slope (mV/dec) Ref.

Ni/B, N co–doped carbon nanowires 1.0 M KOH 247 19 [88]
N–CuCo2O4/N–C 1.0 M KOH 260 90 [89]

S-FeCo3P/N, P, S tri-doped graphene 1.0 M KOH 310 75 [90]
N, P, F tri–doped porous carbon 1.0 M KOH 330 88 [91]

N, O–doped carbon-coated Co–nanoparticles 1.0 M KOH 378 60 [92]
ZnS/N, S dual–doped porous carbon 0.1 M KOH 390 117 [93]

Co/N–doped graphene 0.1 M KOH 383 91 [94]
Fe7S8/N, S co–doped porous carbon 0.1 M KOH 450 112 [95]
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4.2.2. Defect Engineering

Defects can be divided into zero–dimensional point defects, one–dimensional line
defects, two–dimensional planar defects, and three–dimensional volume defects [96].
Defects can improve conductivity and enhance the MSI between metals and supports.
Defect formation strategies include plasma treatment, flame reduction, laser ablation,
and electrochemical reduction [97]. Heteroatom doping can induce defects, and there
exists differences in pore size according to the various heteroatoms. B and P-doping
result in a slight pore size increase, while S and N–doping result in a decrease in the
pore size. Defect engineering can expose more edge sites and improve electrocatalytic
ability. Compared with basal plane carbon, edge carbon shows higher activity due
to coordination unsaturation and a change in valence states [98]. Defective carbon
materials can offer more anchor sites for active metals to interact through π–π coupling
compared with bare graphene. Interaction between carbon supports and metals results
in fast electron transfer and outstanding stability. Ni-Fe LDH nanosheets with positive
charges were assembled with negatively charged defective graphene to form a hybrid
nanocomposite (Figure 9c) [99]. Electron redistribution occurred at the interface after
combining the defective graphene with Ni–Fe LDH nanoparticles, especially around the
defect sites marked with blue dash frames. The electron transfer led to hole accumulation
on Ni–Fe LDH, which was beneficial for the OER to shift from AEM to LOM. For
single-atom catalysts, defects have an impact on the coordination environment around
metal atom centers. In single-atom catalysts, M–Nx are deemed as active sites for
electrocatalysis reaction. Defects near active metals can improve the intrinsic activity
of the metals. A Co/N-C-800 catalyst composed of rich carbon defects and abundant
Co–Nx structures was synthesized (Figure 9d) [100]. Co–Nx active sites along with
carbon defects can reduce the adsorption energy of O-intermediates and improve the
electron transfer ability, thus optimizing the OER process. Defect engineering modulates
the electronic structure, band structure, charge distribution, and intrinsic activity of
electrocatalysts, affecting the MSI between carbon materials and metals.

4.3. Coordination Effect

Tailoring the local chemistry environment of supported metal electrocatalysts for
optimal electronic and geometric structures has been applied in regulating MSI and
improving catalytic performance. Local chemistry environment, including coordination
atoms and coordination numbers, has a great effect on catalytic performance. Changes in
local chemistry environment can change reaction pathways and construct new catalytic
sites [101]. Factors affecting the local chemistry environment include the location (edge
or in-plane), the surrounding heteroatoms, and the surrounding ligands.

4.3.1. Coordination Atoms

Atoms adjacent to the metal centers can greatly influence the intrinsic catalytic ac-
tivity of active metal sites. Various heteroatom dopants with different electronegativity
and atomic radius have been introduced to alter the local chemistry environment of
active metal centers. The coordination atoms can be divided into non-metal atoms and
metal atoms. The non-metal heteroatoms N, O, and S have been introduced to a Mo
single atom as coordination atoms to regulate the electronic structure (Figure 10a) [102].
Four S atoms surrounding one Mo atom in MoS4

2− and a polydopamine with N– and
O–containing functional groups enabled the formation of S–Mo, C–N, and C–O bonds.
Theoretical calculations indicated that the electronic structure of Mo atoms has been
modulated by coordination environment engineering. Dual–metal–atom center cata-
lysts boost the electronic and functional synergy effect between adjacent metal atoms,
enhancing activities for OER. A Co–Fe bimetallic encapsulated in N-doped carbon was
prepared via a “pre–constrained metal twins” strategy (Figure 10b) [103]. The con-
tiguous metals regulated the d–band centers of metal sites according to the synergetic
interaction, optimizing the free energy of the O–intermediates and affecting the OER
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mechanism. Coordination polymers with long range ordered and adjustable structures
have also been applied as organic ligands to metals for electrocatalysis. Introducing
different metals into coordination polymers is expected to fabricate highly efficient OER
catalysts [104]. Catalytic activity could vary a lot for the same dopant heteroatom with
various groups. N atoms are the most-used heteroatom dopant in M–N–C form. N atoms
as heteroatom dopants can be divided into three types, including pyrrolic N, pyridine
N, and graphitic N. Coordination N atoms with different N types can affect catalytic
activity and selectivity. Co single–atom catalysts packaged in N–doped carbon with
three N existing types was synthesized to investigate the N coordination environment
effect on catalytic performance (Figure 10c) [105]. Coordinated N species in a particular
graphitic N acted as electron donors to the Co metal center, promoting catalytic ability,
kinetics, and stability of OER. Zn catalysts with C/O atoms coordination (ZnO3C) and N
atom coordination (ZnN4) were derived from MOF precursors with different functional
groups [106]. The modulation of the coordination environment of Zn can optimize the
intermediate adsorption and change the reaction pathway. Different coordination atoms
can tweak the electronic structure of the metal centers, affect reaction mechanism, and
improve catalytic activity.
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4.3.2. Coordination Number

Tuning the coordination number of coordination atoms is a promising method to optimize
the local chemistry environment. M–N–C catalysts are the most-reported electrocatalysts. The
metal activity centers are bonded with a N coordinator. The coordination number of the N
coordinator can modulate the charge distribution and metal center valance states, affecting the
metal catalytic performance. MoSA–Nx–C catalysts coordinated with different Mo–N numbers
were synthesized via heating ZIF-8 precursors at 800, 900, and 1000 ◦C (Figure 11a) [107]. The
annealing temperature was found to be the key factor to determine the coordination number.
X–ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) spectra were applied to analyze coordination
N atom number to Mo atoms in MoSA–Nx–C catalysts (Figure 11b). The spectra indicated
Mo–N3 with an oxygen molecule in the horizontal direction and a Mo–N4 structure with
an axial hydroxyl. Apart from the N coordinator, an O atom with high electronegative as a
coordinator can regulate the electronic properties. The replacement of a N with an O atom
is beneficial to enhancing valance states of metal centers, accelerating electron transfer and
modulating the adsorption free energy of O-intermediates. Noble metal Pt was grafted onto
an Fe–N4 network to form a Pt1–O2–Fe–N4 dual-metal center electrocatalyst (Figure 11c) [108].
The coordination environment and chemical state of metal Ni were evaluated by FT–EXAFS.
The new peak appearing in the Fe K-edge at R = 1.2 Å can be indexed to the Fe–O bond,
and the peak located at R = 1.9 Å represented the adsorption bond between Pt1 and O2.
The coordination number of Pt1–O2–Fe–N4 changed compared with Fe–N4. The dangling
Pt1–O2– bond is promising for enhancing OER performance and reducing overpotential. The
coordination number of atoms can alter the valance state of center metals, accelerating charge
transfer and inducing electron redistribution. Modulating coordination atoms, coordination
number, and coordination atom types are all beneficial to regulate MSI and further improve
catalytic activity.
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Figure 11. (a) Schematic illustration of the synthesis of MoSA–Nx–C catalysts with different Mo–N
coordination numbers. (b) XANES spectra of MoSA–Nx–C catalysts in experimental and theoretical
calculation. Reproduced with permission of [107], copyright 2022 Cell Press. (c) Surface composition
and valence state of Pt1@Fe–N–C and Fe–N–C. Reproduced with permission of [108], copyright 2018
John Wiley and Son.

5. Conclusions and Perspectives

In summary, the MSI effect occurring at the interface of metals and carbon supports
affects the electrocatalytic kinetics and reaction pathways for OER. As far as non–precious
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metal-supported carbon-based catalysts, the stability, electronic, and geometric structures
can be modulated by the MSI effect using charge transfer, electron redistribution, functional
group coordination, and chemical covalent bonding. Integrating the OER mechanism and
MSI effect together can provide theoretical guidance and a practical approach to the design
of efficient catalysts, including modulations of particle size, morphology, heteroatom dop-
ing, defect engineering, and coordination atom and number. Whether these approaches can
effectively improve the catalytic effect can be summed up in three aspects: the electronic
structure, geometric structure, and reaction process of the catalyst. Briefly, the charge
transfer and redistribution, and the central position of the d-band, are important factors
affecting the catalytic process, which are directly related to the efficiency of electron direc-
tional transport in the reaction. Whether there is a reliable solid configuration and efficient
charge transport between the surface functional groups of the support and the active metal
species, and whether the overall configuration is conducive to mass transfer, will affect the
efficiency and stability of the catalytic reaction process.

MSI modulation is a meaningful strategy for synthesis of efficient catalysts. Modulat-
ing MSI to optimize OER kinetics and pathways is still in its infancy, and some challenges
need to be addressed in the future as displayed in Figure 12:

(1) Improving intrinsic catalytic activity and atom utilization efficiency. Decreasing metal
size from nanoparticles to single atoms can expose more active sites and improve
atom utilization efficiency. Changing the coordination atoms, coordination number,
and local chemical environment can regulate the intrinsic activity of active centers.

(2) Controllable adjustment of MSI to change OER mechanisms. The covalent state of
the M-O bond can be altered by MSI via charge transfer and electron redistribution,
shifting the OER mechanism from AEM to LOM. Difficulties in controllable modu-
lation of MSI through a simple process hampers the application of MSI in reaction
mechanism optimization.

(3) Enhancing the stability of electrocatalysts during the OER process. Catalytic activity and
stability are mutually restricted for most reported catalysts. Carbon–supported catalysts
can improve the dispersion of metal nanoparticles and modulate MSI strength of the
electron coupling between carbon supports and metals for enhanced stability.

(4) Developing advanced characterization techniques. Limited characterization tech-
niques including in situ/operando experimental studies and theoretical calculations
inhibit the accurate analysis of MSI across the interfaces of catalysts. The development
of advanced detection methods and simulation techniques to realize in situ analysis in
catalytic processes is conducive to understanding the mechanism and effects of MSI.
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